Abstract-The game of Lemmings has been offered as a new Drosophila for AI research. Yet the authors have no knowledge of any efforts to create a computer player for Lemmings. This paper presents a scaled down version of Lemmings and offers an evolutionary approach to solving maps. Scripts are evolved using a genetic algorithm. Results show that this approach is able to solve increasingly complex maps.
I. INTRODUCTION
John McCarthy [ 11 states that "The compurer game Lemmings can serve as a new Drosophila for AI research". The game of chess is traditionally referred to as the Drosophila' of artificial intel1igence:research; a test bed for the development of ideas in computer game playing programs. It has received decades of research effort leading eventually to the creation of Deep Blue [Z] that defeated World Champion Garry Kasparov in 1997. Yet, despite McCarthy's introduction of Lemmings as a new problem, the authors have no knowledge of any efforts to create a computer player for this game.
This paper presents a scaled down version of Lemmings and offers an evolutionary approach to solving maps. Section I1 introduces the original Lemmings game, section I11 provides a background of prior efforts to make computers play games, section IV describes the experimental method and section V discusses the results. These results demonstrate that an evolutionary approach is a suitable method for developing a computer program to play Lemmings. Finally, section VI offers suggestions for future research.
The work presented is a first attempt at creating a computer player for the game of Lemmings.
THE GAME OF LEMMINGS
Kristian Spoerer School of Computer Science & IT University of Nottingham Nottingham NGS IBB, UK Email: kts@cs.nott.ac.uk the form of fire, water and rotating blades, which kill lemmings that touch them. Lemmings are walkers by default. Walker lemmings on a platform move by default to the right, they cannot stand still, and will swap direction if their path is blocked. If a walker lemming approaches the end of a platform, it will continue over the edge and fall. A walker lemming that falls too far will die when it lands on another platform.
There are eight special types that can be assigned to the lemmings. For each map there are a set number of each type available.
1) A basher makes a hole in a vertical wall and turns back into a walker once it has passed through. 2) A blocker stands still and blocks the path for other lemmings, making them change direction. It remains a blocker until the end of the game, and is assumed to he sacrificed.
3) A bomber counts down five seconds then explodes and dies, destroying the environment immediately surrounding it. It is assumed to be sacrificed. 4) A builder lemming builds a diagonally upward bridge for a set count of units or until a solid object blocks the way, at which point it turns back into a walker. 5 ) A climber moves in the same manner as a walker lemming hut climbs up vertical walls. It remains a climber until the end of the game (climbing any wall it comes into contact with) and can also be made into any of the other seven special lemming types. 6) A digger makes a hole in a floor (similar to a basher) and turns back into a walker once it has passed through. 7) A Boater moves in the same manner as a walker lemming hut can survive drops of any height. It remains a floater until the end of the game (surviving all drops) and can also be made into any of the other seven special lemming types3.
8)
A miner makes a diagonally downward hole (similar to a basher and a digger) and turns back into a walker once it has passed through.
Lemmings that are still active in a map can be nuked to blow
The computer game LemmingsZ is a I-player game displayed on a screen as a 2-dimensional image. It consists of entities called lemmings that move around an environment.
The environment contains an entrance that admits the lemmings and an exit that offers their only safe means of escape. Static platforms and walls are arranged to make navigation from entry to exit difficult for the lemmings. Hazards exist in map, for example lemmings that are blocking, since a game 111. COMPUTERS PLAYING GAMES will not end until the map is empty of all lemmings.
The lemmings possess a number Of subtle behaviours that a human Player learns through experience. For example, a miner can be used to mine the ground under a blocker lemming causing the blocker to fall and change back into a multiple builder lemmings can be used to build a 2ig-W staircase U P a hole, and a lemming can be before setting it to a bomber in order to increase accuracy. These subtle behaviours, that make the game more challenging, are not discussed in this paper. It is the authors' intention to develop a program to play Lemmings to a level where simple, yet non-trivial, maps can be solved. before the game was started. This suggests that a planned approach is used rather than a reactive one, most likely a result of the static nature of the environment. If there were dynamics to the environment, for example a randomly moving exit, then this might not necessarily be the case.
The game updates in real rime so strategies need to be timed correctly. In fact, an action made a pixel out of place might ultimately result in failure. A program to play Lemmings must therefore be fast enough to make actions in real time. Also, it is often hetter for the player to do nothing and allow events to unfold automatically whilst awaiting the opportunity to employ a strategy. Game playing programs are a fruitful area for artificial intelligence research and the issues described make Lemmings an interesting game to use. Yet the authors have no knowledge of a computer program to play Lemmings. The following section describes important research into programs to play other games.
1V. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Game
If experiments are to be conducted on the game of lxmmings then a method is required to obtain data from it a t each frame. This data shall be used as the input to a program that will output a strategy. This strategy will then be used to play the Lemmings game. The authors have developed a graphically simpler version of the game of Lemmings. This will provide direct access to both the output displayed by the game and the input required by the game at each frame.
The game includes most of the elements from the original game of Lemmings so that the research issues 'can be addressed. The graphical simplification means it has a few differences. The original has movement and collision detection at the pixel level, whereas the version used for the experiments has movement and collision detection within a grid. Each grid cell is approximately 10 pixels square. The original game was most likely updated approximately 30 times per second, whereas the version used for the experiments is updated once per second, which results in jerky movement. Cradients do not exist. For this reason the miner lemming type is omited from the list of eight special lemming types. The seven remaining types are all implemented. These differences comprise a scaling-down of map resolution by approximately 1 0 1 and also of the game updatefrequency by approximately 301. Also, some complexity is lost because the platforms can all be destroyed, from all directions, and there is no variation to the width of the platforms. Regardless, the scaled-down game is governed by the same rules that were imposed upon the original Lemmings game. The game can be scaled-up to match the complexity of the original game of Lemmings once a computer player has been developed to play the scaled-down version.
The authors have also developed a map editor, which is used to create, edit and save the test-case maps.
E. Test Set
Figures 1 to I show the seven test case maps used in the experiments. 'E' represents the entrance. 'X' represents the exit. Lemmings that drop onto the bottom of the map die. The time-limit for each map is set to 300 seconds. The first map requires the use of only one special lemming type (i.e. a basher). Each successive map requires the use of all those lemming types used so far, plus an additional type. The final map requires the use of all seven special lemming types. 
C. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithms (GAS) [24] , [25] , [26], [27] are search and optimisation algorithms based on the natural process 1,2) (4,1) (2,s) (2,1) (3,1) In the first time step, the lemming with ID 1 is ordered to turn into a bomber lemming, in the second time step, the lemming with ID 4 is ordered to turn into a blocker lemming, and so on. Individuals representing a strategy in this way are placed into a population. Each individual is tested on the testcase map, evaluated and assigned a score. This evaluation takes the form (cu+P+b+y)/lO. A higher score indicates a better strategy. a = (numStartingLemmings * T ) * numkmmingsSaved* 10 p = (numStartingLemmings * timeRemaining) * 10 a rewards every lemming that reaches the exit point. p gives a higher reward if the map is solved in less time. P is set to 0 if the map is not solved. cy + p is the most intuitive way to reward success. However, it does not reward any lemmings that do not reach the exit. Here i is an index for each lemming that entered the map. 6 sums the total life of all lemmings. A lemming's life is incremented once for every time step that it is active in the map. 6 is never more than (numStaffingLemmings * n. cy is deliberately set so that if a single lemming reaches the exit, then the evaluation of a is more than the evaluation of 6 if all of-the lemmings were to remain in the map for the duration of the game. 
'
After evaluation parents are selected from the population with probability according to their score. Offspring are then produced using one-point crossover. For example, the scripts of parent chromosomes p l and p2 produce the scripts of offspring CI and CZ.
SmW'i = (1,2) (4,1) 11 (2,5) (3,2) SmiptPz = (7,1) (5,2) 11 (&O) (1-2) (4, 1) S w G = ( L 2 ) (4,1) (8,O) (L2) (4,1) SmiptCz = (7,1) ( 5 , 2 ) (2,s) (2,1) (3,2)
Offspring are then mutated using flip mutation. Random gene pairs are replaced with a random selection from the appropriate allele set. For example, the third gene pair of the script for c1 is mutated.
ScriptCl(pre-mut) = (1,Z) ( 4 , l ) (8,O) (1,2) ( 4 , l ) ScriptCl(post-mut) = (1,2) ( 4 , l ) (6,l) (1,2) ( 4 , l ) It is the authors' hope that the best evolved chromosome will have the optimal number of lemmings being selected for commands. So crossover and mutation are also applied to the set of alleles for the 1 genes. For example It should he noted that there is a single, static set of alleles for the c genes, that is shared by the entire population of chromosomes. On the other hand, each chromosome has it's own, dynamic, set of alleles for the 1 genes.
Offspring are placed into the population to form the next generation and the process is iterated. The chromosome with the highest score when every generation has evolved is used as the script for the test-case map. -1) (-1,-1) . . . TYPEC and TYPED chromosomes are all initialised in the same way as TYPEA and TYF'EB chromosomes respectively, but for their first runs only. For the second, and subsequent, runs TYF'EC and TYPED chromosomes are initialised to the best evolved strategy from the previous run. Each run attempts to solve one of the seven test case maps. The best chromosome that solved the previous map is used to initialise the population of chromosomes to solve the next map. It is the authors' hope that strategies learned whilst solving earlier simple maps would be remembered and would help to solve later, more complex, maps.
3) Parameters: Roulette wheel selection is employed with a crossover rate of 0.6 and a mutation rate of 0.001. These values are standard for GAS [241. The GA was run for 2000 generations. Population size is set to 250 in an attempt to avoid premature convergence of the population [30].
V. RESULTS
All seven test case maps were solved using each of the four initialisation schemes. Figure 8 shows the scores of the best evolved strategies. Closer analysis of the results provides some interesting findings concerning the speed of evolution and the quality of the evolved strategy. A. Speed of evolution vs. qua& of evolved strategy Figures 9 to 15 show the generation number against evaluation of the best evolved strategies. The bold markers on the y-axis of each graph depicts the highest score achieved by the authors when playing the game. TYPEC and TYPED chromosomes generally evolved to a successful strategy faster than the other chromosomes. TI'PEB chromosomes typically evolved to a strategy slower than the other chromosomes. Figure 10 and figure 14 show TYPEC chromosomes evolving to a successful strategy 1812 and 1822 generations quicker than TYPEB chromosomes respectively. TYPEB, TYPEC and TYPED chromosomes consistently evolved to equally high scores. Figure 8 shows TYPEA chromosomes evolving to a strategy to solve map4 with a score visibly lower than the strategies emerging from the other chromosomes. Figure 8 also shows TYPEA chromo.. "omes evolving to a strategy to solve map5 and map6 with a score visibly higher than the strategies emerging from the other chromosomes. In fact, figure 13 shows a strategy emtaging from TYPEA chromosomes that is better than the strategy that was formed by the authors.
In summary, populations initialised with TYPEC or TYPED chromosomes are more likely to evolve to a successful strategy more quickly, whereas populations initialised with T'fPEA chromosomes will offer a greater diversity in the final score. To understand why these patterns emerge we analysed the evolved scripts used to solve the maps.
I) Speed of evolution: TYPEB chromosomes consir;tently evolved the slowest. This is intuitive to understand. To play Lemmings well, it is often better to do nothing and allow events to unfold automatically. To solve map7 it is necessary to apply the correct commands at only 18 time-steps and remain inactive for the other 282 possible time-steps. A successful strategy will therefore consist mostly of NULL commands.
Chromosomes initialised as lists of random gene pairs will most likely be at a disadvantage. The GA is effectively spending time NULLifying gene pairs that, at least in other initialisation schemes, might be initialised to NULL in the first place. TYPEC and TYPED chromosomes evolved the quickest. It is less trivial to explain this phenomenon. We analysed map5, map6 and map7 and the best evolved strategy that emerged from the TYPEC chromosomes to solve these maps.
The first sections of map5, map6 and map7 are identical (see Figures 5 to 7) . The lemmings drop from the entrance at grid co-ordinate (P,13). The first lemming needs to block before falling off the platform at (S,14). The remaining lemmings need to be turned into climbers so that they make it over the small turret at (P,14). The first one over the small turret needs to build a bridge over the gap at (M.14) and up to the platform in the middle of the map at (JJ2). Figure 16 shows the commands that change the lemmings' states to navigate them to (J.12). There are six commands for map5 Five of the six commands are remembered and used for map6. All five of these commands from map6 are remembered and used for map7. The strategy to solve map7 consists of 18 commands in total. In this case nearly a third of the required commands were inherited. A chromosome with such a head-start is likely to require less time to evolve. 2) Quality of evolved strategy: TYPEA chromosomes were the only ones to offer diversity in their final score. We again analysed map5, map6 and map7. Figure 13 shows a suboptimal strategy resulting from TYF'EC chromosomes. TYPEC and TYPED Chromosomes inherit bad genes along with good ones. Consequently, figure 14 and figure 15 show sub-optimal solutions for map6 and map7 resulting from TYF'EC chromosomes. TYPEA chromosomes do not inherit genes. Figure 12 shows a solution resulting from TYPEA chromosomes that is worse than the other solutions for that map. Figure 13 shows a solution resulting from TYPEA chromosomes that is better than the other solutions for that map. TYPEA chromosomes are not effected by the success or failure of previous runs and are more likely to offer diversity.
E. General strategy
Ideally, a strategy should be general enough to solve multiple maps. We tested the best evolved strategies from TYPEC and TYPED chromosomes that were able to solve map7, against mapl through map6 to see if they displayed any backward-compatibility. The best evolved strategy from TYPEC chromosomes was able to solve mapl along with map7. The best evolved strategy from TYPED chromosomes was able to solve map2 along with map7. Each strategy successfully solved its test-case map, but was not general enough to solve other maps.
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VI. FUTURE WORK There are two main issues for future work. We aim to improve the representation of Lemmings maps so that a more general strategy can be evolved. We also aim to co-evolve the Lemmings maps against the strategy that solves them.
A. Representation
The representation described in this paper breaks the Lemmings map into nothing more than time-steps. Generalisation is not achievable with such a basic representation. A strategy that uses this representation relies on a blind sampling and does not scale well. We would like to improve the representation of Lemmings maps so that a more general strategy can he evolved. The geography of the Lemmings maps and the lemmings needs to be encoded. This representation can then he applied to a strategy evolved using an approach such as genetic programming.
The Genetic Programming (GP) It is the authors' intention to apply GP to Lemmings so that a more general, scalable, strategy can be evolved. The strategy should at least be backwards-compatible for the maps it has previously solved. Once a scalable strategy is obtained, it is the authors' intention to gradually scale-up the complexity of the game until it matches that of the original Lemmings game. Further research will aim to automate the process of map creation so that there is co-evolution between the Lemmings maps and the strategy that solves them. This might lead to an open ended game where a more complex strategy evolves as the maps evolve in complexity.
VII. CONCLUSION An evolutionary approach is a promising direction for developing a computer program to play the game of Lemmings. We present initial work, where scripts are evolved to successfully navigate lemmings through increasingly difficult maps. Populations that inherited genes from the best evolved strategy of the previous run evolved in the shortest time. Populations that were initialised for every run as NULL commands offered more diversity in their final score.
